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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
BOARD OF REGISTRATION OF PROFESSIONAL 

ENGINEERS AND OF LAND SURVEYORS 
PROPOSED RULES AND REGULATIONS 

FOR ADJUDICATORY PROCEEDINGS 

Article I, of the Constitution of the Boston Society of Civil 
Engineers entitled OBJECTS states: "The objects of this Society 
are: the professional improvement of its members, the encourage
ment of social intercourse among engineers and men of practical 
science, and the advancement of engineering. For the promotion 
of these objects, stated meetings of the Society shall be held and 
a library maintained for the use of its members." 

The Boston Society of Civil Engineers has faithfully fulfilled 
its objectives. The Society has consistently published proposed 
building codes, zoning codes, boring data, soil mechanics, and 
lecture series notes. The Society has further enhanced the publication 
of these various items, by conducting regular Society meetings 
where free discussion of these proposals have been ha~. 

The Massachusetts Board of Registration of Professional Engi
neers and of Land Surveyors is required by law to have proper 
rules and .regulations, approved, and on file with the Secretary of 
State. Finally, after many unsuccessful attempts, the first "set" of 
proposed rules and regulations have been prepared and are now 
ready for adoption procedures. These Rules and Regulations are 
entitled "Proposed Rules and Regulations for Adjudicatory Pro
ceedings." 

The Boston Society of Civil Engineers, in line with its . long 
established policy of publishing pertinent engineering information 
for the benefit of the engineering profession as a whole, has de
cided to publish in its Journal the "Proposed Rules and Regula
tions for Adjudicatory Proceedings." 

One of the legal requirements, for the adoption of proposed 
rules and regulations, is the proper legal notice for said rules and 
regulations. Therefore, the following five paragraphs are to be 
published in the December 4th edition of the Journal of the 
Engineering 'Societies of New England: 

"The Massachusetts Board of Registration of Professional 
Engineers and of Land Surveyors is considering the promulga
tion of Rules and Regulations for Adjudicatory Proceedings be-
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fore the Board and the Board ,has drafted Proposed Rules and 
Regulations in furtherence of this purpose. The Proposed Rules 
and Regulations would replace Rules and Regulations Governing 
Formal Hearings which were adopted on August 2, 1963 and 
are in effect at present. 

These Rules and Regulations have been drafted pursuant to 
the authority conferred by General Laws, Chapter 30A and 
Chapter 112, Section 81 E which authorizes the Board to "make 
such rules and regulations as are necessary or proper for the 
conduct of its duties." 

Copies of the Proposed Rules and Regulations are available 
for public inspection at the Board's office, Room 1512, State 
Office Building, 100 Cambridge Street, Boston, Massachusetts,- be
tween the hours of 8:45 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Requests for copies of 
the Proposed Rules and Regulations should be sent to the Board 
at 100 Cambridge Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02202. 

Interested parties may submit such written views, arguments, 
or data with respect to the Rules and Regulations as they desire 
by addressing same to the Chairman of the Board. All com
munications with respect to the Proposed Rules and Regulations 
received within 60 days of the date of publication of this notice 
will be considered before final action on adopting the Rules 
and Regulations is taken by the Board. · 

The Board does not contemplate that an oral hearing or oral 
argument on the Proposed Rules and Regulations will be held. 
Should any interested party disagree, a request for a hearing or 
argument must be filed with the Board within the aforesaid 
60-day period, specifically setting forth why the opportunity for 
the submission of written views and arguments does not afford 
adequate opportunity to present any relevant evidence or argu-
ment." 

PROPOSED RULES AND REGULATIONS 
FOR ADJUDICATORY PROCEEDINGS 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Establishment of the Board 

s. 1.00 - The Great and General Court of the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts created by Chapter 13 of the General Laws, 
Section 45 and by Chapter 643 and 7 41 of the Acts of 1941, 
the Massachusetts Board of Registration of Professional Engineers 
and of Land Surveyors. These Acts provided for the so-called 
"permissive" registration. 
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The original Act was amended by Chapter 646 of the Acts of 
1955 whereby a sixth Board member was added to the· Board 
membership. This sixth member was to be both a registered land 
surveyor and· a professional civil engineer, however, principally en
gaged in the practice of land surveying. · 

Chapter 13 of the General Laws, Section 45, which established 
a Board of Registration of Professional Engineers and of Land 
Surveyors was further amended by Chapter 584 of the. Acts of 
1958. The amended law is known as Chapter 112 of the General 
Laws and is the so-called "mandatory" registration law which is 
now being administered by the Board. 

The Massachusetts Boar~ of Registration of Professional Engi~ 
neers and of Land Surveyors shall hereinafter be referred to as the 
"BOARD." 

SCOPE AND APPLICATION OF THE RULES 
s. 1.01-The following rules govern procedure in "adjudi

catory proceedings" conducted before the Board which is subject 
to the provisions of G. L. c. 30A, the State Administrative Pro
cedure Act. "Adjudicatory proceedings" are defined by the Act as 
proceedings "in which the legal rights, duties or privileges of 
specifically named persons are required by constitutional right or 
by any provision of the General Laws to be determined after 
opportunity for an agency hearing." (G. L. c. 30A, s. 1(1). Such 
proceedings may include, but are not limited to, hearings relating 
to applications for licenses or other permits; hearings on contem
plated suspensions, revocations or other disciplinary actions; and 
adversary proceedings where the rights of more than one party 
are to be adjudicated by the agency. The rules contained herein 
are not applicable to hearings -of other agency activities which do 
not conform to the definition of "adjudicatory proceedings." How
ever, where the rules do apply, no agency may waive or otherwise 
modify them except to the extent specifically provided herein. 

DOCKET 
s. 1.02 - The Secretary of the Board shall keep a book known 

as a docket, and shall enter therein · all papers relating to every 
proceeding to which these rules apply. 

OFFICE HOURS 
s. 1.03 - The office of the Board shall be open from 8:45 a.m. 

to 5:00 p.m. each weekday except Saturdays, Sundays, and legal 
holidays. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
s. 1.04 - All communications, including correspondence, mo

tions and pleadings should be addressed and filed with the Board 
of Registration of Professional Engineers and of Land Surveyors, 
State Office Building, 100 Cambridge Street, Boston, Massachusetts 
02202. 

DATE OF RECEIPT 
s. 1.05 - All communications, including correspondence, mo

tions and pleadings, shall be de~med to be filed or received on 
the date on which they are actualiy received by the Board. 

COMPUTATION OF TIME 
s. 1.06 - Computation . of any period of time referred to in 

these rules shall begin with the first day following that on which 
the act which initiates such period of time occurs. When the last 
day of the period so computed is a day on which the office of the 
Board is closed, the period shall run until the end of the following 
business day. When such period of time, with the intervening 
Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays counted, is five (5) days or 
less, the said Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays shall be excluded 
from the computation; otherwise such days shall be included in 
the computation. 

EXTENSIONS OF TIME 
s. 1.07 - It shall be within the discretion of the Board ~o ex

tend, for good cause shown, any time limit prescribed or allowed 
by these rules. All requests for extensions shall be made by motion 
in accordance with s. 3.01. The Board shall notify all parties of 
its action upon the motion. Extensions shall be granted only when 
the Board is satisfied that good cause has been shown, and not 
otherwise. 

SIGNATURES 
s. 1.08 - Every application, notice, pleading, petlt1on, com

plaint, motion, brief, memorandum and other document shall be 
signed by the filing party or by one or more attorneys, in their 
individual names on behalf of, and represenlii,g Llie said filing µarty. 
This signature constitutes a certificate by the signer that he has 
read the document; that to the best of his knowledge every state
ment contained in the instrument is true; and that it is not inter
posed for delay. 
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EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS 
s. 1.09 - In an adjudicatory proceeding no person not em

ployed_· by the Board shall communicate ex parte with any member 
of the Board or any employee of the Board involved in the de
cisional process, with respect to the merits of that or any other 
proceeding. In an adjud_icatory proceeding, if any ex parte com
munication is directed to any person in violation of the first 
sentence, the members of the Board and all other parties shall 
be immediately informed of the substance of the communication 
and the circumstances of its receipt; provided, that a request for 
information with respect to the status of an adjudicatory proceeding 
shall not be prohibited by this section. 

PLEADINGS 
INITIAL PLEADING 

s. 2.01 - (I) An initial pleading, as used herein, shall refer to 
any paper or document by which an adjudicatory proceeding may 
be commenced. Such papers or documents shall include but not be 
limited to applications, petitions, charges, complaints and appeals. 

(2) Every· initial pleading, as far as possible, shall contain the 
following: 

(a) A title which indicates either the nature of the proceedings 
or the parties involved therein. 

(b) The complete name and address of the party filing the 
pleading. 

(c) The name of the Board. 
(cl) The name and address of all parties if known. 
(e) A clear and concise statement of the facts upon which 

the pleading is maintained. 
(f) A prayer setting forth the relief sought. 
(g) If the party filing the pleading is represented by counsel, 

the name and address of the attorney. 
(h) All charges of fraud, deceit, gross negligence, incompe

tency, or misconduct preferred against any registrant 
shall be in writing, shall be sworn to by the person 
making them, and shall be filed with the Secretary of 
the Board. 

(3) The Board. may print or otherwise duplicate forms to be 
filled out and used as initial pleadings. When such forms are 
available the Board may require their use. 
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ANSWER 
s. 2.02 - Any party may file with the Board an answer to an 

initial pleading within ten ( 10) days after service of the document 
to which the answer is directed. All allegations contained in said 
initial pleading which are not specifically admitted are deemed de
nied. All new matters contained in said answer shall be deemed 
denied. 

The answer shall contain but not be limited to the following: 
(a) A clear and concise statement identifying the party filing 

. the answer and the matter to which the answer relates. 
(b) A clear and concise statement of all matters upon which 

the party relies. 

REPLIES 
s. 2.03 - There shall be no reply other than an answer as 

provided ins. 2.02. 

AMENDMENTS TO PLEADINGS 
s. 2.04 - Leave to fi-Je amendments to any pleading will be 

allowed or denied as a matter of discretion; provided, however, 
leave to amend shall be freely given as justice requires. If amend
ment is made to an initial pleading, the answer to said amended 
pleading, if any, shall be filed within seven (7) days. 

WITHDRAW AL OF PLEADINGS 
s. 2.05 - A party· desiring to withdraw a pleading filed with 

the Board shall file a motion for withdrawal, in accordance with 
s. 3.01.. If any party has an objection thereto, he shall, within ten 
(i0) days after receipt of said motion, file a statement with the 
Board setting forth the reasons for his objection and serve a copy 
of same, in accordance with s. 4.01, on each party. An objecting 
party may, as of right, have a hearing on the motion to withdraw 
if, at the time of filing he so requests. In the absence of objections 
or a request for hearing, the motion of withdrawal shall, within 
thirty (30) days after the filing thereof, be deemed allowed, unless 
otherwise ordered; provided, however, · that this paragraph shall 
not be construed as effecting withdrawal of the following, unless 
all parties thereto including the Board so agree: 

(I) Any pleading in any proceeding in which a hearing has 
been held. 

(2) Any formal complaint. 
(3) Any application for a license. 
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MOTIONS 
s. 3.01 -An application to the Board for an order to take 

any action or to enter any order after initial pleading or answer 
shall be by motion which, unless made during a hearing or trial, 

shall be made in writing, shall state specifically the grounds there

for, and shall set forth the action or order sought. A copy of all 

motions made in writing, or redu·ced to writing at the request 

of the Board shall be served upon the parties in accordance with 

s. 4.01 of these rules. 
Upon the filing of a motion,· the Board shall notify all parties 

of their right to request a hearing thereon. Such request must 

be made within five (5) -days of receipt of the above-mentioned 

notice. Notice of hearing shall be given by the Board to the parties 

at least five (5) days prior to the date set for hearing, unless such 

notice is waived. If no hearing is requested, the Board shall act 

upon the motion forthwith. 

MOTION FOR SPECIFICATIONS 
s. 3.02 - Where a party makes a reasonable showing that he 

cannot frame an answer to an initial pleading based upon the 

allegations as they appear in such initial pleading, he may, at any 

time prior to the time within which an answer may be filed, move 
for specifications or for a more definite statement of the allegations. 

Such a motion shall be filed in accordance with s. 3.01 and shall 

identify the defects complained of or the details desired. The Board 

shall grant such motions as justice requires, but shall disallow mo

tions which clearly have been filed for purposes of delay or harass

ment. If the motion is allowed, the party called upon to clarify 

his pleading shall file specifications within seven (7) days of being 

notified of such allowance and the party who has moved for specifi

cations shall file his answer, if any, within seven (7) additional days. 

SERVICE 
s. 4.01 - (1) By the Board. Service of complaints, orders, de

cisions, pleadings, motions, processes, and other documents of the 

Board shall be by registered or certified mail. 
(2) On the Board. For the purpose of proceedings under these 

rules only, service upon the Board may be effected by filing the 

paper or papers with the Secretary of the Board of Registration 

of Professional Engineers and of Land Surveyors, State Office 

Building, 100 Cambridge Street, Boston, Massachusetts, 02202. 
(3) Parties and other persons. All papers, including, but not 
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limited to applications, notices, pleadings, petitions, motions, briefs, 
memoranda, and other documents, filed by any party or other per
son with the Board or a hearing examiner shall be served by per
sonal delivery or by first-class mail upon all parties to the pro
ceedings. Proof of service shall accompany all papers when filed 
or shall be filed within ten ( 10) days thereafter. 

PARTIES; INTERVENTION 
SUBSTITUTION OF PARTIES 

s. 5.01 -The Board may, on motion, at any time in the course 
of any proceeding, permit such substitution of parties as justice 
or convenience may require. 

INTERVENTION 
s. 5.02 - Any party not initially joined in the action or pro~ 

ceeding shall be permitted to intervene. In the discretion of the 
Board, any person not a party may be permitted to intervene in 
any action or proceeding. A person or party desiring to intervene 
shall file a motion in accordance with s. 3.01, which motion shall 
state therein the grounds for intervention. 

EVIDENCE; SUBPOENAS 
EVIDENCE 

s. 6.01 - The Board, as provided in G. L. c. 30A, s. 11, 
need not observe the rules of evidence observed by courts, but shall 
observe the rules of privil.ege recognized by law, except as other
wise provided by any law. 

MATTERS FOR OFFICIAL NOTICE IN AGENCY 
. PROCEEDINGS 

s. 6.02 - (1) Official notice may be taken of such matters as 
might be judicially noticed by the courts of the United States or 
of this Commonwealth and, in addition, the Board may take notice 
of general, technical, or scientific facts within its specialized knowl
edge; provided, that any party shall on timely request be afforded 
an opportunity to contest the matters of which official notice is 
to be taken. 

(2) Official notice in any agency proceeding by the Board also 
may be taken of any fact alleged, presented, or found in any other 
agency proceeding or of the status and disposition of such pro
ceeding; provided, that the parties shall be afforded in all circum
stances where such notice is taken an opportunity to contest the 
matters of which official notice is to be taken. 
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OBJECTiONS AND EXCEPTIONS 
s. 6.03 - Formal exceptions to rulings on evidence and pro

cedure are unnecessary. It is sufficient that a party, at the time that 

a ruling of the Board is made or sought, makes known to the 
Board the action which he desires taken or his objections to such 
action and his grounds therefor; provided, that if a party has no 

opportunity to object to a ruling at the time it is made or to request 
a particular ruling at an appropriate time, such party, within three 
(3) days of notification of action taken or refused, shall state his 

objection and his grounds therefor. 

SUBPOENAS 
s. 6.04 - The Board and all other parties shall have authority 

in accordance with G. L. c. 3OA, s. 12 and G. L. c. 112, s. 81-P 
to issue subpoenas requiring the attendance and testimony of wit
n0[)[)0[) and the production of any document[) in que[)tion in the pro 

ceeding. 

PRODUCTION AND VIEW OF OBJECTS 
s. 6.05 - A party may file a motion for the production or 

view of auy uuject which relates· to the subject matter of any pro
ceeding then pending before the Board. Said motion shall be filed 

in accordance with s. 3.01 and shall be granted in the discretion 
of the Board where justice requires. 

DEPOSITIONS AND STIPULATIONS 
DEPOSITIONS 

s. 7.01 - (I) At any time during the course of a proceeding, 
the Board may, in its discretion, order that the testimony of a 

witness be taken by deposition. Application to take testimony by 
deposition shall be made by motion, in accordance with s. 3.01. 

Such motion shall set forth the reason for desiring the deposition; 
the time when, the place where, and the name and address of the 

person before whom the deposition is desired; the name and address 
of each witness, and the subject matter concerning which each wit
ness is expected to testify. The Board shall allow the motion only 

upon a showing that circumstances are such that the witness to 
be deposed cannot appear before the Board without substantial 

hardship being caused. If such hardship is financial in nature, any 
party may agree to reimburse the witness for expenses, including 

loss of wages, incurred by appearing; and in such cases the motion 
to allow taking of a deposition shall be denied. Motions for the 
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taking of depositions shall not be allowed if the depositions result 
in any undue burden to another party or in any undue delay of the 
proceeding. If the motion is allowed, the Board shall give at least 
five (5) days notice of the taking of the deposition to all parties. 

(2) Depositions shall be taken orally before a person having 
power to administer oaths, such person to be designated by the 
BuarJ. Each witness testifying upo11 <lepositiuu shall be duly swum, 
and the adverse party shall have the right to cross-examine. Ob
jections to questions shall be in short form, stating the· ground of 
objection relied upon. The questions asked, the answers thereof, 
and all objections shall be reduced to writing, signed by the witness, 
and certified by the officer before whom the deposition is taken. 
The said officer shall forward the deposition to the Board. Subject 
to appropriate rulings on objections, the deposition shall be re
ceived in evidence as if the testimony contained therein had been 
given by the witness in the presence of the Board. 

(3) After notice is served for taking a deposition, upon motion 
made in accordance with s. 3.01 and made prior to the date set 
for such taking by any party or by the person to be examined, 
the Board m~y, for good cause shown·, order that the deposition 
shall not be taken; that certain matters shall not be inquired into; 
or that the scope of the examination shall be limited to certain 
matters. The Board may make any other order necessary to protect 
the party or witness from harassment or oppression. 

(4) Wherever used in this section, the word "witness" shall be 
construed to include parties. 

STIPULATIONS 
s. 7.02 - In the discretion of the Board, the parties may, by 

stipulation in writing filed with the Board at any stage of the pro
ceeding, or orally made at the hearing, agree upon any pertinent 
facts in the proceeding. In making its findings, the Board need 
not be bound by any such stipulation. 

HEARING 
NOTICE OF HEARING 

s. 8.01 -The Board shall notify all parties and intervenors of 
a scheduled hearing in any pending matter. Such notification shall 
include, but need not be limited to, the time, date, place and 
nature of the hearing and shall be served at least seven (7) days 
prior to the hearing on all parties or others according to s. 4.01 
except as provided in G. L. c. 112, s. 81 P. 
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HEARING 
s. 8.02 - (I) Presiding Officer. The hearing shall be conducted 

by a duly appointed hearing officer, the Board chairman, or a 
member of the Board appointed by the chairman to conduct the 
hearing. 

(2) Quorum. Where the hearing is to be conducted before the 
members of the Board, a quorum for purposes of conducting the 
hearing shall be a majority of the members. 

(3) Power of Presiding Officer. The presiding officer shall ini
tially make all decisions regarding the admission or exclusion of 
evidence or any other procedural matters which may arise in the 
course of the hearing. 

(4) Sworn Testimony. All testimony given at a Board hearing 
shall be under oath administered by the presiding officer or any 
member of the Board. 

(5) Order of Presentation. The moving or complaining party 
shall present his evidence or testimony first. Where there is more 
than one moving or complaining party the order of presentation 
shall be in the discretion of the Board. After all the evidence and 
testimony of the complaining or moving parties have been received, 
all other parties shall be allowed to present their evidence or 
testimony. All parties, other than the party introducing the testi
mony, shall be allowed to cross-examine any witness immediately 
after his testimony has been received. 

(6) Conduct. All parties, counsel, witnesses, and other persons 
present at a hearing shall conduct themselves in a manner consist
ent with the standards of decorum commonly observed in the 
courts of this Commonwealth. Where such decorum is not ob
served, the Board may take such action as it deems appropriate. 

TRANSCRIPTS 
s. 8.03 -At the request of any party, made in writing at least 

three (3) days before the hearing date, or of its own accord, the 
Board shall order that all proceedings in a pending case be taken 
by sound recording or be officially reported by a stenographer 
appointed for that purpose and duly sworn or both. The Board 
shall require any party requesting a copy of the transcript to pay 
the reasonable costs of preparing said transcript before the Board 
makes the transcript available to the party. Any objections to the 
accuracy of the transcript not raised within thirty (30) days after 
the transcript is made available to the objecting party shall be 
deemed to be waived. 
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HEARING OFFICERS 
s. 8.04 - Where authorized by statute, the chairman of the 

Board may appoint a hearing officer. The hearing officer shall 
have all those powers conferred on the Board in the conduct of 
hearings except that the hearing officer shall not be empowered 
to make any decision which would finally determine the proceedings. 
A comprehensive report shall be filed with the Board by the J:iear
ing officer after termination of the hearing. 

HEARING OFFICER'S REPORT, INITIAL AND 
FINAL DECISIONS 

s. 8.05 - (1) Any party may, in advance of hearing, request 
in writing a copy of the hearing officer's report or, in the event 
that the final decision is to be rendered by persons, a majority of 
whom have neither heard nor read the evidence, a copy of the ten
tative decision of the official at the hearing. Unless the tentative 
decision or the hearing officer's report is adverse to the Board, 
said decision or report shall be mailed to each party after the ex
piration of the time set for filing briefs. If the decision or report 
is adverse to the Board, no copy thereof need be malled. 

(2) Upon the proper filing and service of objections, the Board 
shall allow either oral or written arguments to be presented to a 
majority of the Board who are to render the final decision, the 
choice to be in the discretion of the Board. 

ORAL ARGUMENT 
s. 8.06 - A party shall have a right before the close of the 

hearing to argue orally, but the Board may impose reasonable 
limitations upon the length of such argument. The Board may in 
its discretion permit additional oral argument at any time after 
the close of a hearing, provided all parties are given reasonable 
opportunity to be heard. 

CONSOLIDATION; 
SATISFACTION 

CONTINUANCES; 
OF COMPLAINT 

CONSOLIDATION 
s. 9.01 - The Board upon its own motion, or upon motion 

by a party or other person joined in the proceeding, may order 
proceedings involving a common question of law or fact to be 
consolidated for hearing on any or all of the matters in issue in 
such proceedings. 
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CONTINUANCES 
s. 9.02 -The Board may, for good cause shown, grant a 

postponement or a continuance of proceedings. 

SATISFACTION OF COMPLAINT 
s. 9.03 - In any proceeding in which a party is charged with 

the commission of an act contrary to law, the proceeding shall 
not be discontinued except with the consent of the party charged. 

BRIEFS AND POST-HEARING 
PROCEDURE 

BRIEFS 
s. 10.01 - Briefs may be filed by a party or any interested 

person either before or during the course of a hearing, or within 
such time thereafter as the Board shall designate. Failure to file 
a brief shall in no way prejudice the rights of any party. 

FILING OF DOCUMENTS SUBSEQUENT TO HEARING 
s. 10.02 -The Board may, for good cause shown, allow the 

parties to file evidentiary documents of any kind, or exhibits, at 
a time subsequent to the completion of the hearing, such time to 
be determined by the Board. If a request for such subsequent 
filing is granted, the requesting party shall, on or before the date 
set for filing, send copies of all documents or exhibits which are 
the subject of the request to all other parties. If such requirement 
for copies is impracticable, the Board may suspend the above pro
vision; in such cases, the Board shall allow reasonable inspection 
of the original by all parties. 

REOPENING HEARINGS 
s. 10.03 -A party may, at any time prior to the rendering 

of a decision by the Board, move that the hearing be reopened_ 
for the purpose of receiving new evidence. Such motions shall be 
filed in accordance with the provisions of s. 3.01 and shall be 
granted only for good cause shown. The Board shall notify all 
parties of its action upon the motion. Notwithstanding the above, 
the Board may, at any time prior to the rendering of a decision, 
reopen the hearing on its own motion. In case of such reopening 
on · motion of the Board, the parties shall be notified, · and the 
hearing shall not be convened less than five (5) days after the 
sending of such notice. 
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REHEARING; REARGUMENT; RECONSIDERATION 
s. 10.04 - Any party may file a motion for rehearing, re

argument, or reconsideration within thirty (30) days after a receipt 
of a final decision of the Board. Such motion shall be filed in ac
cordance with s. 3.01 and in addition, shall include a statement of 
all matters alleged to have been erroneously decided and if appli
cable, a statement as to any newly discovered matters or clrcum
stances that have arisen subseqq.ent to the final decision. The 
filing of said motion shall not operate as a stay of execution un
less so ordered by the Board. 

UNIFORM RULES FOR ADOPTING 
ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS 

RULE 1. DEFINITION OF REGULATION 
The following rules govern the· procedures to be followed by 

the Board which is subject to the State Administrative Procedure 
Act when promulgating regulations (G. L. c. 30A, ss. 2 and 3). 
The term "regulation" is defined by the Act as "the whole or any 
part of every rule, regulation, standard or other requirement of 
general application and future effect ::tdopted by an agency to 
implement or. interpret the law enforced or administered by it." 
(G:L. c. 30A, s. I (5) "Regulation" does not, however, include 
advisory rulings, rules relating to the internal management of the 
Board and not directly related to the rights or procedures avail
able to the public, or decisions rendered in adjudicatory proceedings. 
Accordingly, these rules apply to the Board which is acting in a 
quasi-legislative capacity, i.e., either promulgating substantive regu
lations consistent with applicable st&tutes .or promulgating rules 
governing its own procedures. Where these rules apply, no agency 
may waive or otherwise modify them except to the extent specifically 
provided herein. 

RULE 2. PETITION FOR ADOPTION OF REGULATIONS 
Any interested person or his attorney may at any time petition 

the Board to adopt, amend, or repeal any regulation. The petition 
shall be addressed to the Board and sent to the secretary by mail 
or delivered in person during normal business hours. All petitions 
shall be signed by the petitioner or his attorney, contain his ad
dress or the address of his attorney; and set forth clearly and con
cisely the text of the proposed regulation. The petition may be 
accompanied by any supporting data, views or arguments. 
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RULE 3. INITIAL PROCEDURE TO HANDLE 
RECOMMENDED REGULA TIO NS 

• Upon receipt of a petition for the adoption, amendment or 
repeal of a regulation submitted pursuant to Rule 2 or upon writ
ten recommendation by a member of the Board that a regulation 
be adopted, amended or repealed, the Board shall consider the 
petition or recommendation at its next scheduled meeting and 
shall, thereupon, determine whether to schedule the petition or 
recommendation for further proceedings in accordance with Rule 
5 or 6. If the regulation . has been presented to the Board by pe
tition under Rule 2, the Board shall within ten (10) days after 
the meeting notify the petitioner of the Board's action. 

RULE 4. PARTICIPATION AT PRELIMINARY MEETING 
During the meeting referred •to in Rule 3, the Board may, but 

shall not be required to, entertain comments or questions from 
members of the audience. The chairman or other presiding officer 
may at any time terminate participation by the audience. 

RULE 5. PROCEDURE FOR THE ADOPTION, 
AMENDMENT OR REPEAL OF REGULA TIO NS 
WHERE NO PUBLIC HEARING. IS REQUIRED 

(1) Notice - Notice of the proposed action to adopt regulations 
shall be given by the Board at least twenty-one (21) days prior 
to its proposed action, unless some other time is specified by any 
applicable law. The Board shall publish the notice in at least 
two (2} newspapers of general circulation, and where appropriate, 
in such trade, industry, or professional publications as the Board 
may select. The Board shall likewise notify in writing any person 
specified by any . law and any person or group which has filed 
request for notice pursuant to G. L. c. 30A, s, 3 (1) (b). 

The notice sha:11 contain the following: 
a. The. Board's statutory authority to adopt the proposed 

regulation. 
b. The procedure for submitting data, views or arguments 

as set forth in section (2) of this rule. 
c. The text of the proposed regulation (if the proposed regu

lation is lengthy, it need not be set out verbatim; how
ever, the notice should either describe the substance 
of the proposed regulation or state the subject matter 
and issues involved) and the complete text should be 
on fife in the Board's office. 
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d. Any additional matter required by any law. 
The above notwithstanding, the Board shall also comply with 

any applicable statute which contains provisions for notice which 
differ from those contained herein. 

(2) Procedure - Within twenty-one (21) days after the publication 
and sending of notice regarding the proposed action, any interested 
person may submit a signed letter, brief or other memorandum 
stating his views or arguments concerning the proposed action. 
The letter, brief or memorandum shall be addressed to the Board 
and sent to the .secretary by mail or delivered in person during 
normal business hours. The Board shall, at its next scheduled 
meeting, consider the proposed action. Within thirty (30) days 
after this meeting, the Board shall give written notice of the 
disposition of the proposed action to all persons required to re
ceive personal notice under section (1) of this rule and such 
other persons submitting a letter, brief, or other memorandum. 

(3) Oral Participation - The Board may afford any interested 
person or his duly authorized representative, or both, an oppor
tunity to present data, views or arguments orally before the Board 
during the meeting at which the proposed action is to be con
sidered. If the Board finds that such oral presentation is unneces
sary or impracticable, it may require written presentation according 
to section (2) of this rule. 

(4) Waiver of Notice and Participation - If the Board finds 
that the requirements of notice and opportunity to present views 
on its proposed action are unnecessary, impracticable or contrary 
to the public interest, the Board may dispense with such require
ments or any part thereof. The Board's finding and a brief state
ment of the reasons for its finding shall be incorporated in the 
regulation, amen_dment or repeal as filed with the Secretary of 
State under rule 8. 

RULE 6. PROCEDURE FOR THE ADOPTION, 
AMENDMENT OR REPEAL OF REGULATIONS 
WHERE A PUBLIC HEARING IS REQUIRED 

(1) Notice - Notice of a public hearing shall be given at least 
twenty-one (21) days prior to the date of the hearing, unless 
some other time is specified by any applicable law. The Board 
shall publish the notice in at least two (2) newspapers of general 
circulation and where appropriate, in such trade, industry, or pro
fessional publications as the Board may select. The Board shall 
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likewise notify in wntmg any person specified by· any law and 
any person or group which has filed written request for notice 
pursuant to G. L. c. 30A, s. 2 (1) (b). 

The notice shall contain the following: 
a. The Board's statutory authority to adopt the proposed 

regulation. 
b. The time and place of the public hearing. 
c. The text of the proposed regulation. (If the proposed 

regulation is lengthy, it need not be set out verbatim; 
however, the _notice r;hould either der;cribe the :;ub::;tnnce 
of the proposed regulation or state the subjeGt matter 
and issues involved) and the complete text should be 
on file in the Board's office. 

d. Any additional matter required by any law. 
The above notwithstanding, the Board shall- also comply with 

any applicable statute which contains provisions for notice which 
differ from those contained herein. 

(2) Procedure - On the date and at the time and place desig
nated in the notice referred to in section ( 1) above, the Board 
shall hold a public hearing at which a majority of the Board 
shall be present. The meeting shall be opened, presided over and 
adjourned by the chairman or other member of the Board desig
nated by the chairman. Within ten (10) days after the close of 
the public hearing, written statements and arguments may be 
filed with the Board. The Board shall consider all relevant mat
ter presented to it before adopting, · amending or repealing any 
regulation. 

(3) Oral Participation -Any interested person or his duly 
authorized representative, or both, shall be given an opportunity
to present orally statements and arguments. In its discretion the 
Board may limit the length of ora\ presentation. 

(4) Emergency Regulation - If the Board finds that the im
mediate adoption of a regulation is necessary for the public health, 
safety or general welfare, and that observance of requirements 
of notice and public hearing would be contrary to the public 
interest, the Board may dispense with such requirements and 
adopt the regulation as an emergency regulation. The Board's 
finding and a brief statement of the reasons for its finding shall 
be incorporated in the emergency regulation as filed with the 
Secretary of State in accordance with rule 8. Any emergency 
regulation so adopted shall state the · date on which it is to be 
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effective and the date upon which it shall expire. If no effective 
date is stated, the regulation shall be presumed to take effect 
upon being filed with the Secretary of State under rule 8. 
An emergency regulation shall not remain in effect for longer 
than three months unless during the time it is in effect the Board 
gives notice and holds a public hearing and adopts it as a per
manent regulation in accordance with these rules. 

RULE 7. AVAILABILITY OF REGULATION 
The secretary of the Board shall be responsible for keeping 

a book containing all the Board regulations. In addition, the sec
retary shall compile and publish the regulations which are cur
rently in effect. All the regulations of the Board shall be avail
able for inspection during normal business hours in its office 
at the State Office Building, 100 Cambridge Street, Boston, Massa
chusetts 02202. 

RULE 8. FILING OF REGULATION 
Upon the adoption of a regulation, an attested copy shall be 

filed with the Secretary of State together with a citation of the 
statutory authority under which the regulation has been promul
gated. The regulation shall take effect upon filing unless a later 
date is required by any Jaw or is specified by the Board in 
the regulation. 

RULE 9. ADVISORY RULING 
Any interested person or his attorney may at any time request 

an advisory ruling with respect to the applicability to any person, 
property or factual situation of any statute or regulation enforced 
or administered by the Board. The request shall be addressed to 
the Board and sent to the secretary by mail or delivered in per
son during normal business hours. All requests shall be signed by 
the person making it or his attorney, contain his address or the 
address of his attorney, and state clearly and concisely the sub
stance or nature of the request. The request may be accompanied 
by any supporting data, views or arguments. Upon receipt of 
the request the Board shall consider it at its next scheduled 
meeting and shall within ten (10) days thereafter notify the pe
titioner that the request is denied or that the Board will render 
an advisory _ruling. If an advisory ruling is rendered, a copy of 
an advisory ruling. The Board may at any time rescind a decision to 
render an advisory ruling. If an advisory ruling is rendered, a copy 
of the rulirig shall be sent to the person requesting it or his attorney. 
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WAVE PROPAGATION IN AN ELASTIC PLATE 
WITH WAVY BOUNDARIES 

by 

Samuel Sutcliffe* and Carroll E. Meserve** 

INTRODUCTION 
In the analysis of the behavior of physical systems it is often 

necessary to make numerous idealizations in order to effect a tract
able mathematical model of the system. In many cases the effects of 
such idealizations are small and have little effect on the interpreta
tion of the mathematical solution in terms of the behavior of the real 
system. It sometimes occurs, however, that significant forms of be
havior of the real system are lost in the process of idealization. For · 
example, buckling phenomena are not observed in the analysis of 
elastic systems when the quadratic terms in the, strain-displacement 
relations are neglected. Thus, it is important to assess the effects of 
idealizations when possible, either by more precise analysis, or pre
ferably, by a combination of analysis and careful experimentation 
with the real system. 

In the problem which is considered herein, the effect of a single 
idealization on the analysis of the dynamic behavior of an infinite 
plate is studied by perturbation theory, and the circumstances under 
which secondary effects become important are identified. The spe
cific problem considered is that of the steady-state oscillations of an 
infinite elastic plate in a state of plane strain in which the boundaries 
are not flat, but wavy in the form of a small amplitude sine curve. 

The propagation of elastic waves in perfectly flat plates has been 
studied extensively as evidenced by the ample bibliography in Ewing 
et al. 1 The effects of boundary surfaces on the propagation of electro
magnetic and acoustic waves has also been studied extensively (see 
bibliography in Lysanov2). The propagation of elastic waves in media 
with irregular boundaries has received much less attention, but sever
al notable papers should be mentioned. Bredhouskish3 considers 
Rayleigh waves along the wavy boundary of a half-space, and Sato4 

the generation of Rayleigh waves at a rough boundary. Eringen and 
Samuels5 treat the propagation of elastic waves in a half-space with 
a wavy boundary, and Dunkin and Eringen6 treat the reflection of 
elastic waves from the wavy boundary_ of a half-space. 

*Asistant Professor of Civil Engineering, Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts. 
**Research Engineer, General Electric Corp., Valley Forge, Pennsylvania. 
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ANALYSIS 
Consider an infinite, perfectly elastic plate which is bounded by 

the surfaces y = ± ( ½ h + E · sin o< .x), z = z, see .fig. 1, where E is 
small compared to h and unity. Consider the system to be in a state 
of plane strain, and define u,v as the displacements in the x and y
directions, respectively. Potential functions q, and '1/' are defined in 
the usual way, such that u = (fx + 'C/J:1 and v =Cf':1 -"/J,,, where. sub
scripts denote differentation. 

'j 

E 

l -

~ 
z. 

"1 < 
e 2 ) 

' 1_ 

FIGURE 1. Cross-section of Wavy Plate 

The equations of motion in terms of the potential functions are: 
Z · I 

'ii lf - c1. 'f'-tt -= o 
I 

. (I) 

where c1 and c2 are the dilitational wave velocity and the shear wave 
velocity, respectively. 
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Steady-state solutions of ( 1) which represent waves traveling m 
the positive x-direction can be taken in the form: 

'f = (A v_y A -vy) L(wi-kx) ,e + .le e 

'If= ( ~ ev'.,y + A4 evj,) e ,·twt -1<,,J 

where v :: \/ kz- '<)z. 

c,z. 

(2) 

The solution given in (2) will be denoted as the primary wave. 
In addition a secondary wave will be considered in the form: 

<f~ = € ( 8, e-v_y+ s~e.-v_y) e"(wt-f><J 

,Y,-5 ::- e (~ 
'1/.r -v,y) '-twt-k.><J 

e + ~e e · 
(3) 

h f-z · w ere v = y k _ w~ 
c, z. 

The solution to the differential equations ( 1 ), up to first order in €. 

is given by the sum of (2) and (3). 
Boundary conditions require that the surface tractions on the top 

and bottom surfaces vanish. Including terms up to first order in e.. , 
the boundary conditions are given by: 

(5'.::, + C • Z ~.:s 0c: C. O,S o<..X : O 

'Y".:1 + c · (cr-,.- <Sj) oec..0,50<'.x.,, o 

fory = ± (½h.,. €sin~ x). 

(4) 

The stresses are defined in terms of the potential functions by the 
expressions: 

-cs-x = >. v\, + Z,....M- ( f,.x ➔ 1\y) 

(S~ = )i Vl'(J t .;)p<., ( <+!':J~ - '1/',.'j) (5) 

y>lj :: ..AA- (-cf'yy + 2 <f',.!J - -ff,,,,) 

where J and ~ are the Lame constants for the medium. 
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Substitution of (2) and (3) into (4) and (5), and making the ap
proximation exp !l' (½ h-+ € sino<x) = (exp t. -v ½ h) •(I+ € V'sin oc x) 
yields the equation: 

e"· [ 0(1<, V, v'J] £ A J + £ e';; • [ D ( k, V, ;;' J] [ 8 J / £ .Sl'l ot x .;_• b [ ii, (I<, 11, 11)] £ Af 

+ Eo<c.os«xe'., [D,(1<,v,v'Jj fAJ = 0 

where 

[D(~l',v;]= 

/Al•[U l•l· mi and 

[.l,tu-.H1<.'· ,t Je"t [.l v:.. -) (1:'-,l)J evt .li. v'1c.,,.,.,,e v'~ 

.,.!l 
-.z,vk,,<e • ;t, vk.,..µ.e-v~ (~•,,,,•'J,,._ev•~ 

[ , • q -v.!l ,l1l_,M.-,A(1<-,lj e • [.1v;..,-,J{'<'•ilJ] e"~ . , -v'.!I 
.ZL V k_.,«.e .. 

-v.!i v.!t , ~ -v'!! -.li vl:_p. e . .2i.v.k_,ae • (K+v'~,u..e .. 

0 O i -, 
v[D(k,v,v')] l: 0 

o - I 

O 0 

( 
, ,,1 v'.!1 .z K.•v;,,µ.e ... 

• I .,,,, b -4,.,,,,,,,_e z 

PRIMARY WA VE SOLUTION 

(6) 

• I -1/.l, 
-.;, ,, >r.,µ e .. 

-v'J. 
(1<',v';_µ e .. 

. , ,,'.!a .. -,,2, V k,,,.... e 
'~ 

( k',vJ_µ e 
.,., _ .. 

l -v'.! 
.1.(1<',&1''),Jle ,. 

-v'J, 
-1-i.vk/L e G 

Taking the terms of zero order in €: in (6) yields the primary 
wave solution, which is the same as the perfectly flat plate solution. 
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Thus, for €. arbitrary, (6) yields the determinental equation de
fining the phase velocity-frequency relations for the flat plate, i.e., 

det [n(k,v,i:)] = o (7) 

Equation (7) has been studied extensively by Gogoladze7 and Tolstoy 
and Usdin8• 

SECONDARY WA VE SOLUTION 

Taking the terms of first order in t in (6) yields the secondary 
wave solution: 

Noting that (8) must be satisfied for all x, (8) can be split into 
two equations: 

[ D ( ", v, v'J] l Bj = .£Z [ D, ( k, ~ v')}l A} • f [D,( 1c, v, v'J] ~A 
[D c i<,v,v'J] [a]= -"'-f [o,<1c,v;vJJ{.A}-; [V.Ck,v,v'J] [AJ (9) 

where the first of (9) applies for k-= k+« , and the second applies 
for k = k-ot. 

Equations (9) can be interpreted as four secondary waves, a dili
tational wave and a shear wave with phase velocity 1c.1ot , and a 
dilitational wave and shear wave with phase velocity ~':'., . If o{ < k 
all the secondary waves travel in the positive x-direction, if rx > k, 
one pair of secondary waves travel in the positive x-direction, the 
other pair in the negative x-direction. 

QUASI-RESONANCE 

As long as det ( D (k ,-v, ;;:;J does not vanish, finite amplitudes 
of the f rimary waves, represented by f A! will result in finite values 
of £ B . Since the stresses and displacements corresponding to the 
secondary waves are multiplied by € , the secondary wave amplitudes 
are given by E [ B 5, and are therefore small compared to the pri
mary wave amplitudes. 

If, however, k ando( are such that det L D (k, v, t)]= 0, [BJ~ cc 
and the secondary wave ampli_tudes take the form€• oo, where €: is 
small. Since the secondary wave amplitudes vanish entirely when 
t: = 0, the indication is that an observable rather than unbounded 
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response occurs, thus the term "quasi-resonance". Since det[D(k,v,~)J 
= 0 is of exactly the same form as the phase velocity-frequency re
lation for a perfectly flat plate, it may be concluded that "quasi
resonance" occurs when one of the secondary phase velocities 1;~ or 
~ coincides with the phase velocity of one of the modesof the 
N-« 

same plate without a wavy boundary. Because of the dispersive 
nature of waves in plates, it 'is probable that "quasi-resonance" would 
be significant only in the lower symmetric and antisymmetric modes. 

EXAMPLE 

Consider the case in which the primary wave 1s m the lowest 
symmetric mode. In this case the axial stress is uniformly distributed 
with respect to y, and the shearing stress is zero. 

Specifically, 

For a given waviness of the boundary with frequency o<. , the sec
ondary wave amplitudes will be of order € unless k = k -4-cx. or 
k = k - o< is such that det [ D(.ii:,-v ,~)] = 0, that is, "qtJasi
resonance" occurs when one of the secondary phase velocities "ii't:,· 
or ~ coincides with the phase velocity of one of the flat cpiate 
modes. The first symmetric mode is excluded, however, since it 
would require cl. = 0, i.e.; no boundary waviness. 

The most interesting mode in this case is the first flexural (anti
symmetric) mode, since it is the lowest secondary mode in which 
"quasi-resonance" can occur. 

Taking a hypothetical low velocity material with c1 = 104 in/sec, 
-v=· ¼, so that c2 =.576xl04 in/sec, and assuming w = lO00Hz, 

h = ¼ in. yields the phase velocity of the first flexural mode as 
0. l 59x 104 in/sec (see 1, pg. 286). 

Thus, for ,.:•qµasi-resonance" for flexural waves in the positive x
direc\ion, iil,.;. == 0.159x104, and o<: = 3.33 radians/in. Therefore, 
if the wavi~ess of the boundary has a period of 1.885 inches, a pri
mary, symmetric disturbance of the form expi. W.(t-10- 4x) will gen
er~te a secondary response of the form expiu>(t:-:6.28.10-4x) which 
. should be observable. · 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The effects of boundary waviness on the propagation ~f elastic 
waves in an infinite plate have been studied by first order perturba
tions. For a given primary wave, four secondary waves are generated, 
two dilitational waves and two shear waves. In most cases the am
plitudes of the secondary waves are of the order of the amplitude . 
of the boundary perturbation, and therefor small. For certain com
binations of parameters, however, "quasi-resonance" phenomena oc
cur, indicating that an observable response will occur. 

The results of this analysis would be particularly useful when 
undertaking an experimental investigation of elastic wave propaga
tion in order to determine dynamic material properties or dispersive 
characteristics of a system, since the unrecognized occurrence of 
"quasi-resonance" phenomena could lead to gross misinterpretation 
of the experimental results. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE SOCIETY 

-October 25, 1967, -A joint meeting of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers 
and the Massachusetts Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers was 
held this evening at the Student Union Building, University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst, Mass, The student chapters of ,the New England colleges were 
especially urged to attend, 

At 6:30 P.M,, a dinner was served in the Commonwealth Room, Student Union 
Building, and delegates from Northeastern University, Tufts University, 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, University of New Hampshire, University 
of Massachusetts, University of Rhode Island, University of Vermont and 
Norwich University were present, 

President Kinsel extended a co"rdial welcome to the students, . 

The secretary announced the names of applicants for membership, 

President Kinsel introduced James· P, Archibald, Vice President of Mass, 
Section of ASCE, and Thomas A, Grow, Secretary of Western Mass, Section 
of ASCE, and_ asked them to conduct any necessary business of ASCE at 
this time, 

President Kinsel then introduced the guest speaker of the evening, Dr, T, 

William Lambe, who gave a most interesting ·talk on "Lunar Soil Mechanics, 
The talk was illustrated with slides, 

A question period followed the talk, Two hundred fifty members and guests 
attended the dinner and meeting, 

The meeting adjourned at 9:20 P,M, 

Respectfully submitted, 

Charles 0, Baird, Jr, 
Secretary 

TRANSPORTATION SECTION 

On Wednesday, Octobe·r 18, 1967, a meeting of the B,S,C,E, Transportation 
Section was held at 47 Winter Street, Boston, Massachusetts, Approximately 
22 members were present, 

Mr, Charles H, Flavin, Jr,, Chairman opened the meeting at 7: 10 P.M, 

Minutes of the previous meeting were read and accepted, 
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Mr. Flavin then introduced the speaker for the evening Mr. William R. 

McGrath, Transportation-Engineering Coordinator, Boston Redevelopment 

Authority, whose talk was entitled "The Approach to Transportation Plan

ning in the Boston Area._" 

Mr. McGrath's talk put the finger on "diffusion of transportation authority" 

as being the cause for retarded .transportation· progress in the Boston Area. 

· He· gave specific examples relating to each one of the transportation plan

ning agencies in the area. 

Mr. McGrath then made the following suggestions for improvement of the 

transporta_tion program: 

I. Create a focus for transportation authority by the creation of a 

regional agency. 

2. Have this regional authority pursue possible new federal-aid financing 
_ program for the establishment of a regional arterial highway system. 

3. Attack the problem of "modal Split" through the use of new financing 
methods. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Maurice Freedman, Clerk 

STRUCTURAL SECTION 

A regular meeting of the Structural Section was held in the Society rooms 

on the evening of November 8, 1967. The meeting was called to order by 

Vice-Chairman Fritz Hampe at 7:05 P.M. 

Mr. Hampe introduced the speaker of the evening, Prof. John Scrivener, 

visiting professor at M.1.T. fro·m New Zealand, who spoke on "Prestressed 

Concrete Cylinder Shell Roofs" (Illustrated). Prof. Scrivener talked about his 

experience with prestressed cylinder shell roofs based on an aluminum model. 

The meeting adjourned at 8:15 P.M. after an interesting discussion period. 

There were 22 m!!mbers and guests present. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Albert 8. Rich, 
Clerk 
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CONTROL 
COST, DESIGN AND SAFETY DURING CONSTRUCTION 

Terra metrics 
Instrumentation gives you 

precise measurements, enabling 
your support and structural 

designs to be based on 
known load conditions, not 
compromise or assumption! 

Terrametrics' In situ 
determination of rock and 
soil characteristics mealfS 

new cost reductions, new design 
improvements, and new safety 

standards for your 
construction job! 

slope movement olten create hazards in construc
tion. Effective preventive steps can be taken when 
these slope conditions are more precisely under
stood. Proper use of Terramelrics MPBX, Borehole 
oenectometer, and/or Pore Water Pressure Cells 
will give the engineer data so he can effectively de
fine the magnitude of ttie problem and design proper 
control measures. These instrumentation tech
niques also will allow a continuing study of the 
effectiveness of the corrective procedures in con
trolling the movement. 

for controlled construction accurately analyze 
the exact design parameters of all types of 
underground openings. Terrametrics Multiple 
,Position Borehole Extensometer (MPBX) and 
Terramelrics Load Cells {PLC) produce accu
rate measurement of the stabilityol roof, walls, 
noors of 1unnels,.11opes-precise information 
concerning in situ stresses. 

situ measurement is the only sure method of 
determining if your embankment is properly 
compacted, stable, and will perform without 
excessive deformation. Through use of Ter
rametrics Borehole Defleclometer, Soil Pres
sure Cells, Pore Water Pressure Cells, in com
bination, changes in soil behavi.or can be im
mediately known and design changes can be 
made without delay. 

ed rock movemenl,soil displacement,or movement 
of adjacent foundations because of inadequate shor• 
ingor unknown conditions, can have a major effect 
on your structure-or those nearby. Terramelrics 
instrumentation techniques can accurately meas
ure rebound or other movements and detect dis
placements as small as0.001 inch during any sta&e 
of excavation or construction. T errametrics Bore
hole Oenectometer, Pore Water Pressure Cells and 
the new Geoc:el Pressure Meter (System Menard) 
are recommended for these measurements. 

Whatever your needs for in situ determination 
of rock and soil characteristics, Terrametrics high
ly specialized training service and instruments are 
available during design, construction or operation. 
for full details, write or phone T errametrics today! 
We welcome special problems! They make us think 
-the results are amazing. 

TERRAMETRICS 
16027 West 5th Avenue 

Golden, Colo. 80401, U.S.A. 
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ations up to 500 lbs. Write for Bulletin No. 20. 
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ACKER Hil.IBlll Y CORE DRil.L 

The Hillbilly is a tried and p-oven core drill with un
limited versatility to perfcrm a host of jobs. Acker core 
drills are available in a variety of models to meet your 
particular need. Write for Bulletin No. 29. 

ACKER DRILL COMPANY, INC. 
P. o. Bax 830 

Scranton, Pennsylvania, 18501 

ACKER VANE SHEAR 

The vane shear is available in a kit er torque head as
sembly for obtaining accurate in-place shear values of 
cohesive soils on the spot, Write for Bulletin No. 700. 

ACKER DENISON CORE SAMPLER 

(Patent No. 2403 ,002) Acker Denison Soil Sample Barrel 
obtains undisturbed quality cores from rare earths, cer
amic clays, soft but difficult formations. Accepted by 
mining nnd soil, engineers around the world, ror details 
write far Bulletin No. 1100. 

ACKER ALL PURPOSE AUGER 

This versatile auger is capable of handling soil sampling, 
mineral prospecting and earth augering to 100 ft. Depths. 
Mo1mts on flat bed carrier. Easy to operate. Write for 
free Bulletin No. 40. 

FREE 

Acker has available free of charge a complete series of 
illustrated bulletins ••• write us on your needs. 
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